According to Scott Sanders, "God is the original conspiracy theory" (Sanders, 177) . If the guiding will of the Deity--whether He is merely a construct of the human mind, or whether He indeed existsis behind the existence of the universe and the happenings, no matter how trivial, in that universe, then the seemingly chaotic world makes sense; it is perceived as a plot, God's plot.
Of the varieties of Christian monotheism the most totalitarian, and the most radical in its claims for God's omnipotence, is Calvinism--and its analogue in America, Puritanism. Within the Calvinistic-or Puritanic-mind every thing, every action is part of the divine pattern and plan, and every connection that man can perceive is a clue to that plan. Sanders says that for such a Puritanic mind, a mind "disposed to read patterns in every smallest detail of creation, disposed to understand human existence as participation in a divine plot and death as a transition, from .one role to another within that plot" (Sanders, 177) , the removal of the concept of a deity results in a meaningless world. If humanly perceived connections are merely coincidences, if no pattern exists, if all existence is accident, then for the Puritanic mind, all is chaos, and transcendence is, therefore, impossible.
For the individual with a Puritanic mind, disposed to read patterns in life, the discreditation in the modern scientific world view of the hypothesis of God as the Master Plotter leads to a search for an alternate hypothesis that still explains the events of life as the product of a controller. Paranoia is the ideal hypothesis. The world, in the paranoiac's hypothesis, is organized into a conspiracy governed by unseen persons whose omniscience and omnipotence rival God's. Paranoia renders the creation sensible, understandable, and organizable. "Paranoia is the last retreat of the Puritan imagination" (Sanders, 178) .
Paranoia in Gravity's Rainbow, Sanders argues, is "rooted in a theology from which God has been withdrawn" (Sanders, 178 Thrones-all the materials and dimensions. Data behind which always, nearer or farther, was the numinous certainty of God" (GR^, 241-42).
"He /rfelt_7 his own /_~ancestors_7" in the Zone, "his own WASPs in buckled black, who heard God clamoring to them in every turn of a leaf or cow loose among apple orchards in autumn" (GR, 281) . God's plan" (Sanders, 186) . Sanders claims that "these are exactly the binary possibilities Imagined by Pynchon" (Sanders, 186) .
In the paranoid hypothesis of the novel, the terms Elect and
Preterite identify those who control (the Elect) and those who are controlled (the Preterite). Pynchon also extensively uses the concept of "being passed over." In the Puritan mind-set of Tyrone Slothrop's and Katje Borgeslus' ancestors, the Preterite are "the many God passes over when he chooses a few for salvation" (^, 555), but In the paranoid hypothesis they are the many who are manipulated by the Elect, the Controllers, "They"-who are, In turn, part of the total scheme, either "a cosmic design" according to Springer (GR, 495), or God's divine scheme of salvation according to Calvinist theology. In the paranoid hypothesis of Gravity's Rainbow, however, preterltion grows with the refusal of the individual to see the connections, the plots, extending through the past and future. With every "negligence" preteritlon grows (GR, 509), and "generation after generation of men in love with pain and passivity serve out their time in the Zone, silent, redolent of faded sperm, terrified of dying, desperately addicted to the comforts others sell them, however useless, ugly or shallow, willing to have life defined for them by men whose only talent Is for death" (^, 747). Thus, If one considers the logical implication of Pynchon's statement that preterltion grows with "negligence," one sees that the only way to reduce preterltion, in the paranoid hypothesis.
is to be aware of the plots around one.
While Sanders persuasively argues that "the mental structures implicit in Pynchon's fiction, reproduce, /^although they are secularized_7> /,~the_7 dominant features of Calvinist and Puritan doctrine,"-specifically the paranoia, not God-centered in Gravity's Rainbow, and the concepts of the Elect and Preterite--he also argues that Pynchon's "binary" structure of paranoia and anti-paranoia defines the only two possibilities for the universal structure (Sanders, 187 and absolute as God to order the universe, or else the universe is chaos" (Sanders, 185) . And, for Tyrone Slothrop and the other Preterite characters in the novel, according to Sanders, only two possibilities exist: either "subjection to external control, or disintegration" (Sanders, 187) .
In his argument that the binary structure of Gravity's Rainbow defines the only two possibilities for the universal structure, Sanders fails to realize that while there can be persuasive argument in favor of a Calvinistic origin for Pynchon's conception of a binary universe, the binary structure can also be considered a reflection of the binary structure found within the physical-sciences. Such a consideration necessarily changes the conclusions that one must make about Pynchon's world view in the novel.
In Gravity's Rainbow the two states of consciousness that reflect the binary universal structure can be labeled paranoia and anti-paranoia. can then reconstruct the past or predict the future paths and locations of all matter. The assumption in classical physics 1s that "once the laws i_ are_7 discovered, only a matter of calculation /_ is_7 needed to be able to predict events with perfect certainty" (Ozier, 82) . In mathematics, "the deterministic model . . . is usually represented by a formula and assumes that the conditions under which an experiment Is performed determine the outcome of the experiment" (Ozier, 79) .
Simply, determinism Is based upon the assumption of causality.
Non-determinism, generally is the belief that it is impossible to reconstruct the past or predict the future. In the strictest sense, non-determinism denies the concept of cause-and-effect; it Is rarely, however, carried to such extremes in the physical sciences. It is one thing to argue that It Is impossible to collect enough data to reconstruct the past and predict the future, but it is quite another to argue, as Sanders does, that the only alternative to cause-and-effect is chaos. Another alternative appears in the probabilistic (or stochastic) model of mathematics. In consideration of the molecules In a gas, for example, the model is non-deterministic in the sense that so many things are happening at once that an exact mathematical description Is Impossible, and It is impossible to observe whether or not deterministic laws are operating. Thus, reconstruction of the past and prediction of the future movement of the molecules are impossible. The probabilistic models do not, then, refute the concept of cause-andeffect entirely. "Probabilities describe the 'likelihood' of a particular outcome if a process is repeated many times" (Ozier, 79) .
In physics the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle and quantum mechanics have caused further modifications of the concept of classical determinism and can, therefore be classified as "non-deterministic,"
but not as "chaotic."
The two concepts, determinism and non-determinism, also appear in
If a certain result is inevitable, the only possible result of a single experimental trial, its probability is defined to be one; if the converse is true, if a certain result is experimentally impossible, its probability is defined to be zero. The belief that observable phenomena can be classified as having a probability of either zero or one is statistical determinism. The zero and one probabilities, then, affirm the concept of cause-and-effect. On the other hand, if an experimental trial has more than one possible result, each result has a defined probability between zero and one. The non-deterministic hypothesis, then, includes probabilities between zero and one. Statistical non-determinism does generally deny cause-andeffect. Certainly, the underlying assumption, "a necessary precondition for the application of the Poisson distribution" (Ozier, 85) , is that past events have no effect on the outcome of present or future events.
However, statistical concepts, such as "conditional probabilities and coefficients of correlation which assume and measure some relationship between successive events in an experiment or in history" (Ozier, (85) (86) have the courage to junk cause-and-effect entirely, and strike off at some other angle (^, 89).
Roger Mexico, at least in his consideration of inanimate objects, as the "Antipointsman," is a non-determinist.
Einstein notes that "it is the theory which decides what we can observe" (Oz1er, 88). Pointsman's dedication to Pavlovian theory leads him to see everything in terms of stimulus and response (or cause-and-effect). His greatest concern is in proving that determinism is the reality of life. While Roger Mexico sees Slothrop as an example of "statistical oddity," Rollo Groast of "precognitionand Edwin
Treacle of "psychokinesis," Pointsman sees Tyrone Slothrop as a perfect example of a subject responding to a conditioned response-or, in this case, over-deconditioned response since Pavlovian "extinction can proceed beyond the point of reducing a reflex to zero" 84-85).
Slothrop's erections can then be explained as the effect of the conditioning stimulus happening in reverse. For Pointsman, then, the cue, the stimulus, must be occurring, and thus, must be discoverable.
The discovery of the stimulus would prove the "determinacy of everything":
But if it's /."the stimulus_7 in the air, right here, right now, then the rockets follow from it, 100% of the time. No exceptions. When we find it, we'll have shown again the stone determinacy of everything, of every soul. There will be precious little room for any hope at all. You .can see how important a discovery like that would be (^, 86) .
The "determinacy of everything" is the key issue for Pointsman.
Determinacy, or cause-and-effect, is directly related to control; thus the importance of "Tittle room for any hope at all"-that is, hope for freedom from control. Pointsman is forced into further despair, if causeand-effect is not valid, because he sees determinism and non-determinism as simple opposites. Just as the alternative to God-as-Controller was simply chaos in Calvinistic theology, so to Pointsman the alternative to cause-and-effect (determinism) is chaos. Pointsman sees in Roger Mexico's statistics the wreck of "the elegant rooms of history," a threat to "the idea of cause and effect itself" (GR, 56). Anti-paranoia, non-determinism, means "nothing but 'events,' newly created from one moment to the next," "no links," "the end of history" to Pointsman (GR, 56) . Pointsman equates anti-paranoia and non-determinism to chaos.
Pynchon repeatedly portrays Pointsman as a ludicrous figure in the novel, however, and the reader must seriously question the validity of seeing the only possible choice as a choice between cause-and-effect (paranoia) and chaos. Pynchon paints a grim picture of Pointsman; he is an unsympathetic character. Pointsman is described as a "vivisectionist" the first time he is introduced (^, 37). Roger Mexico realizes that Ned Pointsman wants ,"more than his good will, his collaboration. But wants him. As one wants a fine specimen of dog" (^, 46 to open up his damned skull, and how they are isolated, and perhaps solve the mystery of why the rockets are falling as they do--though I admit that was more of a sop to get your /_ Roger Mexico's_7 support" (^, 90) . And, Pointsman does order that Slothrop be castrated.
Pynchon also undercuts the Pavlovian expectation of a 100%
probability of aresponse following a conditioned stimulus. Tyrone
Slothrop was conditioned to respond to a loud sound with an erection.
When he was deconditioned he went "beyond" into the "ultraparadoxicaT phase" in which the response precedes the stimulus that the unconditioned observer can perceive (^, 49). Thus, Tyrone Slothrop gets an erection before the falling of a rocket and the subsequent blast of its explosion. Yet, during the shooting of a tank shell during a party, he doesn't have the expected response to the stimulus. "But loud noise and all . . .he doesn't seem to have an erection. . . . This is a datum London never got, because nobody was looking" (^, 248). his approach (^, 272).
Sanders, as noted previously, sees the binary possibilities of Pynchon's structure as allowing only two choices for men such as
Slothrop: "subjection to external control or disintegration" (Sanders, 187) . According to Sanders, "Slothrop would rather be the object of someone else's scheme than simply drift in the chaos of history" (Sanders, 186) . Sanders states, "To be passed over; to. drop out of all plots, is to lose one's identity. Isolated from external schemes, character dissolves" (Sanders, 186) . Thus, Slothrop must choose either paranoia (with its assumption of external control) or disintegration.
Sanders obviously feels that opting out of paranoia is a bad thing, and claims that "Pynchon always speaks of freedom . . . as a freedom from conspiracies, and hence as a ticket to death" (Sanders, 187), Pynchon, however, never sees paranoia nor preterition-involvement in conspiracies--as good things. Paranoia inhibits action, leads to stasis and non-involvement with life. Slothrop, for exafnple, "only wants to lie still . . . isn't that every paranoid's wish? to perfect methods of immobility?" (^, 572). Stasis precludes transcendence.
The Preterite are Preterite because they are addicted to the "useless, ugly or shallow" comforts that others sell them, and they are "willing to have life defined for them by men whose only talent Is for death" (GR, 747) . There is no life to be found in any aspect of paranoia;
there is no life to be had by the Preterite when the Elect are able to deal only in death. Pynchon further undercuts paranoia--cause-and-effect--as a "life" choice when Rathenau speaks from beyond death through Peter
Sachsa to the members of the firm, to They. Rathenau "was prophet and architect of the cartelized state" while he was alive, yet from beyond he says, "All you /_ the Firm, They_7 believe is real is illusion. . . . Sanders, then, believes that "to be passed over, to drop out of all plots, is to lose one's identity" (Sanders, 186) . If the only alternative to paranoia-cause-and-effect or membership in plots-is chaos, then the loss of identity must certainly be a bad thing. Pynchon, however, through Franz POkler, defines the issue as a choice between "personal identity" and "impersonal salvation" (^, 406).
Pirate Prentice and Katje Borgesius wish to opt out of the Firm -out of plots--but they retain their "personal identities" and are thus unable to succeed. Dodson-Truck tells them, "The Firm knows perfectly well that you've come here. They'll expect a full report from you now. Either voluntary or some other way" (GR, 543). Pirate is making a "passage" in his life, "but it's still a passage They can touch quite as easily as that of any client" (^, 543-544) . He chooses stasis in his life and realizes that "it will be possible, after all, to die in obscurity, without having helped a soul: without love, despised, never trusted, never vindicated-to stay down among the Preterite, his poor honor lost, impossible to locate or to redeem" (GR, 544). He has "never felt this stillness" (GR, 546). Pirate and For humanity the "zero point," "the change from point to no-point, carries a luminosity and enigma at which something in us must leap and sing, or withdraw in fright" (GR, 396). Pynchon quotes Rilke, "Want the Change. 0 be inspired by the Flame!" 97). The Change, the transformation at the "zero point," will come to each man either during his life, like a lightning bolt, or in his death. The young rocket engineers, including Roland Feldspath, fail, for example, to make the connection between Feedback (the mechanism for yaw control in the rocket)
and "yaw" control in their own lives. They are moving, during their lives, toward the "zero point," toward "another order of being," but they loser--or it is interferred with--their Feedback, their control.
Roland finally finds the connection in his death, with "a host of other In the Zone, "Slothrop feels himself sliding onto the anti-paranoid part of his cycle, feels the whole city around him going back roofless, vulnerable, uncentered as he is, and only pasteboard images now the Listening Enemy left between him and the wet sky" (^, 434). Finally, Slothrop reaches, and passes through, the "zero point" of his life's rocket-trajectory. Suddenly, everything becomes "blindlngly One"; he becomes "a crossroads, a living intersection" (^, 625). Now "he could make it all fit" (GR, 626).
. . . and now, in the Zone, later in the day he became a crossroad, after a heavy rain he doesn't recall, Slothrop sees a,very thick rainbow here, a stout rainbow cock driven down out of pubic clouds into Earth, green wet valleyed Earth, and his chest fills and he stands crying, not a thing in his head, just feeling natural . . . (^, 626) .
After this Slothrop moves on, beyond the zero, under another control he cannot name. He cannot go back.
But nowadays, some kind of space he cannot go against has opened behind Slothrop, bridges that might have led back are down now for good (GR, 490) .
He begins to "disintegrate," as Sanders puts it. "Disintegration"
isn't quite the proper term, however. "Disintegration" implies an Slothrop's "personal identity" has "died," but he has found "impersonal salvation" through transformation. He has "transcended."
Pynchon begins Gravity's Rainbow with an epigraph from Werner von Braun:
Nature does not know extinction; all it knows is transformation. Everything science has taught me," and continues to teach me, strengthens my belief in the continuity of our spiritual existence after death 1).
There is a "mystical" life force operating in Nature and in the cycle of transformation in Nature that is discussed and illustrated in the novel.
The cycle of transformation in Nature is the key to the truth about synthesis and control. It is precisely this truth which Rathenau says is crucial: What is the real nature of synthesis? What is the real nature of control?
New means of synthesis and control were opened by organic chemistry, whose development rests on Kekule's discovery of the benzene ring. Pynchon tells of Kekule's dream of the Great Serpent and describes the perversion of its message:
Kekule dreams the Great Serpent holding its own tail in its mouth, the dreaming Serpent which surrounds the World. But the meanness, the cynicism with which this dream is to be used. The Serpent that announces, "The World is a closed thing, cyclical, resonant, eternallyreturning," is to be delivered into a system whose only aim is to violate the Cycle. Taking and not giving back, demanding that "productivity" and "earnings" keep on increasing with time, the System removing from the rest of the World these vast quantities of energy to keep its own tiny desperate fraction showing a profit: and not only most of humanity-most of the World, animal, vegetable and mineral, is laid waste in the process. "The System may or may not understand that it's only buying time. And that time is an artificial resource to begin with, of no value to any one or anything but the System, which sooner or later must crash to its death, when its addiction to energy has become more than the rest of the world can supply, dragging with it innocent souls all along the way (^, 412).
They have taken the Serpent to mean "that the six carbon atoms of benzene are in fact curled around into a closed ring" (GR, 413 to have you believing that? TGR, 697).
But Rocket state-cosmology-the lack of symmetry in the rocket's trajectory--"leads to speculating that a presence, analogous to the Aether, flows through time, as the Aether flows through space. The assumption of a Vacuum in time tended to cut us off from one another.
But an Aether sea to bear us world-to-world might bring us back to a continuity . . . " (GR, 726).
Squalidozzi tells Slothrop that "in the openness of the German Zone, our hope is limitless" (^, 265). Pynchon repeats that "there is a key, among the Wastes of the World" (^, 667), "the key that will bring us back, restore us to our Earth and to our freedom" {^, 525).
Use, of the new generation, "will not be used" because "hiding, out among the accidents of this drifting Humility, never quite to be extinguished, /_ are_7 a few small chances for mercy." Use will find "help when least looked for from the strangers of the day" 610).
And, "just as there are, in the World, machineries committed to injustice as an enterprise, so too there seem to be provisions active for balancing things out once in a while. Not as an enterprise,
exactly, but at least in the dance of things" (^, 580).
: The Cycle, transformation, is the key to the message of Gravity's Rainbow. Man is not faced with a simple binary choice between paranoia--determinism, cause-and-effect--and chaos. Transformation doesn't equate simply with chaos or with causality, and while antiparanoia-non-determinism-may not be "comforting," "religious," or certain, it does allow for possibilities beyond death and for transcendence over the waste that the System (dedicated to cause-and-effect) creates.
"Death" becomes a transformation, not an extinction, across the zero, and as Roger Mexico realizes, the statistical oddity of STothrop
